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Comment: I don't understand why we can't identify, in 22 years, who is accountable for making the deed dated April 21, 1988, at Book 7005 page 634, and the other settlement documents:1993.02.10: (James McCauley to Anthony O'Connell)"My investigation reveals that the Respondent did not serve as settlement attorney for this transaction, In fact, the closing was handled by Coldwell Banker, and the legal instruments for the transaction were prepared under the supervision of McGuire, Woods, Battle & Boothe. I have seen the real estate closing file which was delivered to Mr. Wright by the McGuire, Woods firm, and I am firmly convinced that Mr. White took no part in that transaction other than to perhaps provide informal legal advice to your mother."1993.02.10: (James McCauley to Anthony O'Connell)"I note that the fee statement dated April 16, 1988 is sent to Mrs. Jean M. O'Connell and I believe that your mother is the client in this particular matter, not you."2007.06.14: (Lisa Overton to Anthony O'Connell and others)"I do not recall which firm we were using in 1988 to prepare our deeds, we have used quite a few different firms in the past, but it looks as though in the derivation of title paragraph that you underline they simply tried to consolidate the statement of facts."
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I did not receive this before I set out driving on April 19, 1988, from Saint Louis, Missouri, to Edward White's office in Alexandria, Virginia.
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Text Box
If Edward Write didn't write the deed maybe he knows who did. Can we get a position on this?
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"Deed" is not mentioned.
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Deed not mentioned
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"Deed" is not mentioned.
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Deed not mentioned
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Text Box
  Why not ask Edward White to take an accountable position;       (1)  Who did Edward White represent and when?      (2)  What is the name of the person who wrote the deed and the deed of trust?      (3)  Did Anthony O'Connell qualify as Trustee? Yes or No? 
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